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Motul is clearly a major partner of a merciless 
Dakar. After the five Peruvian stages and their infi-
nite dunes, the contenders had to endure difficult 
weather conditions in Bolivia. Constraints linked to 
rain exacerbated those arising from altitude, espe-
cially over very long distances. Moreover, between 
Saturday 13 and Sunday 14 January, the bikers 
contended their marathon stage, without any pos-
sible external assistance. There's no mistaking it, 
we're clearly dealing with heroes, just watch the 
various episodes of the 'Epic Story by Motul' series 
to convince yourself! In this context, team Honda 
Monster Energy, partnered  technically by Motul is 
standing united with two riders still contending for 
the final win!  
When preparing to head to his hometown Salta, 

Kevin Benavides was 2nd of the Dakar just 22 se-
conds off the leader. The Argentinian celebrated 
his twenty-ninth birthday on 9 January and, by 
staying regularly in the forefront whatever the 
conditions and obstacles, took the lead of the rally 
on the eve of the rest day in La Paz. He didn't push 
his luck in the 'marathon' part of the programme 
in Bolivia and has good cards in his hands for his 
home turf part. But the road's still long... 
The second Honda rider overall is Joan Barreda 
who, unlike his team-mate, has won three stages, 
bringing his personal score to 22! That wasn't 
achieved without a few slight injuries, such as to 
his knee on Saturday between La Paz and Uyu-
ni. Nothing broken but the Spaniard suffered on 
Sunday and, for him, the cancellation of the ninth 
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Adrien Van Beveren (Yamaha) 

Kevin Benavides (Honda) +22’’

Matthias Walkner (KTM) +6’34

Joan Barreda (Honda) +8’01
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DAKAR RALLY - BIKE CLASS RANKING AFTER LEG 8

stage, – due to brutal rainfall –  was good news. He 
came 8 minutes off the lead. A solid effort given 
the 27 minutes lost on day three.  
American Ricky Brabec felt at ease during the 
eighth stage which he completed in an excellent 
2nd place. 'Yesterday was horrible because I don't 
like mud at all, but today the terrain reminds me of 
the bajas I'm used to racing on in my homeland.' He 
was 8th overall. 
Another Motul technical partner, XTREMEPLUS 
Polaris Factory Team, is continuing to battle it out 
in SxS. The light buggies of that category proved 
particularly agile in the dunes. Patrice Garrouste 
and Steven Griener, at the wheel of a Polaris 1000 
Turbo, took the lead at the end of stage four. They 
unfortunately hit a stone the day after, which led 

them to wait for the fast assistance for repairs. The 
lost three hours pushed the two men back to 3rd 
place, ahead of three other Polarises.
Last, Akira Miura and Laurent Lichtleuchter took 
over from the other Toyota Autobody driven by 
Christian Lavieille and Jean-Pierre Garcin in the 
lead of group T2. The French duo had to withdraw 
owing to a mechanical breakdown not far from the 
arrival of stage four. 
The rally is going to continue in Argentina along 
the Andes before finishing on Saturday 20 January 
in Cordoba.



They're racing for teams partnered technically 
by Motul and are among the contenders in the 29th 
staging of the Andros Trophy in Elite Pro category. 
Winner in Alpe d’Huez, Franck Lagorce podiumed 
again on Friday 12 January at the wheel of the BMW 
M2 developed by CMR. The day after, Benoît Tré-
luyer took his first win in the discipline in Isola 2000 
with team ComToYou's Audi A1 Quattro. That struc-
ture is keeping the leadership in Elite with Eddy Bé-
nézet, victorious for the third time this season. 
In a press release last autumn, Benoît Tréluyer said 
he appreciated the atmosphere of the Andros and 
the sensations you get racing on snow and ice: 
'There's fun, action and true proximity with the pu-

blic. You have to be technically minded and well 
prepared, keep an eye on the studs and manage 
your tyres well. The qualifyings are won on the ove-
rall of four flying laps with a super pole for the five 
best. That's a highly specific exercise where you 
must do the perfect lap. Succeeding in that makes 
you explode with joy behind your visor! To go fast, 
you need to find propulsion, come out of corners 
well and therefore place yourself correctly on en-
tering them, and know how to interpret the track in 
terms of quantities of snow or ice. Backwards entry 
into corners is another even more important fac-
tor. In reverse, accelerating causes braking. So you 
have to play around with the clutch, your left foot...'.  
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Eddy Bénézet (BMW M2), 434 pts

Lionel Daziano (Audi A1 Quattro), 420 pts

Louis Gervoson (Audi A1 Quattro), 412 pts
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ELITE CLASS PROVISIONAL STANDINGS

Benoît Tréluyer
Team ComToYou
Audi A1 QuattroTROPHÉE ANDROS 

ISOLA 2000



The Zhiguli, the highly popular car in the USSR 
and worldwide was built in the 1970s and 1980s by 
AvtoVAZ in Togliatti, a town built specially around the 
factory. Across river Volga you see the Zhiguli moun-
tains, hence the nickname of these highly cult cars 
in Russia and in many countries. Last 23 December, 
Zorky stadium, near Moscow, hosted on Motul's ini-
tiative a gathering of wild Zhigulis, the Zimkhana, 
spiced up by the presence of two Ural side-cars, ano-
ther vehicle highly sought by nostalgic buffs.  
This new format Winter Motul Extreme Show has 
clearly gained huge support. On the stadium ice, 
two identical tracks were marked out by barrels and 
Christmas trees so that the public could follow the 

simultaneous efforts of two contenders. Twenty or 
so acclaimed Russian athletes and the Ural factory 
official test drivers took part in the event. They ex-
pressed just one wish for the next staging: longer 
studs on the tyres for a more pronounced attack. 
As for Anastasia Nifontova, who won the Women's 
FIM cross-country rallies world championship in 
2015, she would have liked to have had a 'monkey' 
in her side-car!
Team FMX13's freestyle motocross specialist, 
Sergei Belokrylin, won it on three wheels ahead of 
the amazing Foma Kalinin, a 15 year old stunt rider 
prodigy. Ukrainian Drift champion Alexei Golovnya 
was crowned Zhiguli king! 

MOTUL ZIMKHANA
KRASNOGORSK

FATHER CHRISTMAS LOOKING  
TO EXCHANGE HIS REINDEERS  
FOR A ZHIGULI 
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Alexei Golovnya 

Nikita Shikov

Ivan Illesh
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CLASS AUTO RESULTS

Anton Smirnov, FMX13 team



Winter doesn't only have disadvantages and 
among its welcome aspects is the return of the 
gladiators plying their trade on frozen ovals. Mo-
tul is proud to provide its technical support year 
in year out to the team tuning the machine driven 
by Dmitry Koltakov, individual and team defending 
World champion!  The Russian rider has just added 
another exploit to his list of achievements by re-
newing on 5 and 6 January his lease as national 
champion in his country.  
The steelmaking city of Kamensk-Uralski hosted 
the last of the four rounds of the championship. 
By scoring 55 points out of the 60 possible and 
by beating two former World champions, Kolta-
kov proved that he's got the confidence and per-

formance. That's a good sign for the rest of the 
winter season. As holder of the world title he was 
exempted from the qualifyings that took place 
on 13 January in Sweden and Finland. But as of 
4 February he'll be in Kazakhstan for the first fi-
nal of the FIM Ice Speedway Gladiators World 
Championship. Like every year we're expecting 
big thrills. 
To celebrate his courage and fraternal spirit as a 
member of the community of Motul athletes, the 
red and white logo firm will organise on 20 January 
in Moscow a preview screening of the documen-
tary 'Left Turn'. That film follows the stages of Dmi-
try Koltakov's life, from his beginnings twelve years 
ago to the first step on international podiums. 

RUSSIAN ICE SPEEDWAY 
KAMENSK-URALSKY

KOLTAKOV  
HEATS UP THE SCREEN
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Dmitry Koltakov

Daniil Ivanov

Dmitry Khomicevich
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FINAL STANDINGS

Dmitry Koltakov
Nikolay Krasnikov
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